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Team PRP Welcomes M&M Auto Parts to its Growing Association
The Virginia Group Brings Trading Opportunities from Three Different Facilities
Louisville, KY (March 16, 2022)— As of this evening, Team PRP, the largest group of
independently-owned auto recyclers selling premium recycled parts, has increased to 129
members. M&M Auto Parts and its three Virginia locations in Stafford, Fredericksburg and
Hampton Roads became a part of the growing association earlier this week. The official
announcement couldn’t come at a more perfect moment, according to Team PRP Executive
Director Jarret Hann.
“It’s an exciting time to be in the auto recycling industry! Demand for our premium recycled
parts has never been stronger, and Team PRP is growing its network of independent recyclers.
M&M has a long history as a major force in the marketplace and we’re excited to add them to
the family,” shared Hann.
M&M Auto Parts has been a proud family-owned and operated recycler since 1960 with
inventory of more than 150,000 parts, more than 205-thousand square feet of warehouse space
and more than 50 acres in its combined facilities.
“Like most auto recyclers, we are always looking for reliable trading partners so we can meet our
customers’ requests and we are excited to become part of the Team PRP transportation network.
We trust that members will find M&M to be an equally reliable source of parts to help supply
their business needs across the United States. We look forward to helping more people
experience and enjoy Quality Recycled Original Equipment parts,” stated Jonathan Murrow,
M&M Auto Parts Inventory Manager, after the partnership was made.
Team PRP will be adding a truck to the busy 104 route, servicing All Foreign, Lacy’s, Action
and Bruce’s to reduce overloads and provide daily pick-up service to M&M.
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Team PRP is the leading supplier of recycled parts in North America with a strong mission to supply quality
automotive parts and provide customers with “One Source” availability, outstanding product knowledge and timely
delivery.

